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Joffiry Bin Rifin 

During loading of scaffolding materials , I saw the riggers went to place bundles of pipes of the scaffolding materials 
scattering on main deck. Dangerous for the crew and passengers bypasses might get struck by sliding cargo during 
present of swell. Advice to the riggers to properly arrange and secure materials. agreed and done. 

Lifting and Rigging onboard 

CREST NAUTILUS 2 

Best Pakat Award 

Didi Indra Cahyono 

Training and development aimed to promote and enhance performance of individuals and 

groups. Obtaining new information and implementing it to a operation task will create, new 

routine and developing skills which are necessary for better effectiveness and hopefully a 

better output. This may also establish skills, yet better quality and improve workplace behav-

ioral. 

March 2014 Issue 3 

Senior Management visit was held 

onboard Crest Nautilus 2 in Labuan at 

Bakau 6 waters dated on 12th February 

2014. It was carried out, discussing on the 

lifting and rigging up of the C7 unit on the 

top of the vessel helideck of the vessel, 

conducted by Baker hughes. Several con-

tractors partake in the operation together 

with our very own Commercial manager, 

Daniel lim.  

HSE Statistic 

Office Birthday Celebrants 

On 20th March 2014, a surprise birthday cele-

bration was held for office staffs, Royce  and 

Wong. Happy birthday guys and to all march 

celebrants 

“Expectations always lead to disappointments. However, if you  do 

not have high expectation, you will never gain high outcome” 

Visit to Dayang Indah 

On 21th march 2014, a visit was done on 
LSSB own vessel, Marine Captain and 
DPA paid a visit onboard Dayang Indah to 
cascade to 2014 Q1 HSE Theme and also 
the monthly LFIs for January, February and 
March. Dayang Indah was at the midst of 
preparing to be chartered to Kruez Subsea 
for diving survey. 
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